WORK   OF   CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY
together and on March 24th had pledged themselves to support
the Treaty and to take no other action without common consent.
Discordant elements, however, both inside and outside the
Assembly, soon began to make themselves felt. In the Assembly,
a group, of which Yasin Pasha, Naji Pasha as-Suwaidi and
Muzahim Pachahji were leaders, opposed the Treaty and the
Agreements on the grounds that they limited independence,
that the Agreements, particularly the British Official and
Financial Agreements, were more than the country could bear,
and that they did not in return assure adequate support for
'Iraq, especially in the M5sul frontier dispute. The party's
vigorous advocacy of these arguments, particularly the last two,
with which even supporters of the Treaty were in sympathy,
drew many of the wavering deputies to their side.
Another group was formed, theoretically in opposition to the
Treaty but in reality, it was maintained in official circles, in
opposition to the Cabinet, whose fall it hoped to bring about.
Still another group, led by Ra'uf Beg Chadarchi, opposed the
Treaty on technical grounds, alleging that in form it was not a
treaty which could be honourably signed by two nations. It
was merely the Mandate re-written.1
In addition, a large section of the tribal representatives, led
by Shaikh Salim al-Khaiyun of the Muntafiq, broke away from
the tribal group, declaring that it would not agree to ratification
unless the Organic Law guaranteed the shaikhs special privi-
leges: increased use of the Tribal Disputes Regulations, the
perpetual lease of government lands then held by the shaikhs
and consultation with a tribal majlis of twelve shaikhs of any
Liwd where martial law was about to be declared.
Outside the Assembly, where the sole subject of conversation
was the Treaty, the religious leaders, the lawyers and law
students, school teachers and Nationalists generally, including
the young leaders of the Mcthadffl 7/ro and the Nadl'l 'Islah,
1 Such was the tenor of Ra'uf Beg's speech, June and: Madkdhurat, igth
session, pp. 300 jff.
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